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Interactions Discussed in This Poster

LANL Experiment’s Contribution to MoNA

Muon Background Subtraction

LANL III -Neutron Scattering in a Diamond Detector
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The MoNA Collaboration studies neutron-rich isotopes near the neutron 
drip line -the limits of nuclear stability. To measure the neutrons energy 
and trajectory, we utilize plastic scintillator bars. 
Goal: to better understand neutron scattering inside the MoNA scintillator 
bars. How? We set up an array of 16 MoNA bars at the Los Alamos 
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL) to study this scattering in detail.
We use an array in which one bar 
acts as a target for the neutron 
pulsed beam. A ramp-like array is 
positioned behind the target bar 
to detect scattered neutrons for a 
large range of neutron energies 
(40-800MeV). 
Two kinds of neutron scattering 
occur within the scintillator bars: 
● Traditional scattering where 
light is produced at both 
interaction sites

● Dark scattering (where the intial 
scatter goes undetected owing to 
light well below threshold)

Charge exchange protons
Protons produced by charge 
exchange interactions inside of the 
target bar reach the back wall. 
● Can be seen by plotting energy 
deposited in our bars vs speed of 
particles between target and back 
wall. 

These interactions form a large 
part of traditional scattering 
events seen in the back wall 
(~50%).

Contribution from muons can be 
removed from traditional (light) 
scattering owing to the multiplicity 2 
requirement.

Dark Scattering (DS): Events which 
scatter in the target bar with low light 
production  (below detector 
threshold). 

● DS events occur with multiplicity 1 
(i.e. one flash of light in the back 
wall detectors). 

● These multiplicity 1 signals are 
indistinguishable to muons. 

Muon Removal Method for Dark 
Scattering: 

● The LANSCE WNR beam is pulsed 
(see figure to the right).  

● We collect muon data during the 
beam-off portion of the beam cycle 
to later use in muon subtraction 

● We use an appropriately scaled time 
of flight window for collecting 
muons during beam-off so that their 
contribution can be subtracted from 
run-data. 

Next Experiment LANSCE III
Use two high resolution diamond 
detectors as active targets. 

Goal: To study events that occur when 
neutrons interact with C-nuclei only and 
to better characterize these interactions. 

Diamond detectors have very good 
sensitivity a low energies so that we can 
measure light produced by elastically 
scattered C nuclei in dark scattering.  

We developed a a Geant4-based Monte-
Carlo simulation to predict what 
scattering would look like.

Experimental Setup

We set up an array of 15 MoNA Bars to 
detect neutrons scattering from two 
high-resolution diamond detectors. 

The diamond detectors were used as 
active targets in front of the beam 
collimator. They were placed at a 
distance that would prevent collimator-
scattered neutrons (another form of 
background for Dark Scattering) from 
passing through the diamond detectors.

Protons

● Protons Produced by Charge-Exchange Scattering
- Some neutrons produce protons in charge-exchange interactions, 
which deposit well-defined energy related to proton velocity .

● Muon Background in Scintillator Bars 
- Muons produce a significant background for dark-scatter 
observations since both occur as multiplicity 1 events. 

● Neutrons Scattering Only from Carbon Nuclei
- Diamond Detectors were used in a followup experiment to better 
understand only neutron-carbon interactions.

Analysis of Charge-Exchange Protons

Right is a plot of scattering angle 
for 200 MeV neutrons for the 
outgoing charge-exchange protons 
(with a gate on the yellow band) 
and forward-scattered neutrons 
(gate everywhere else below v = 
25 cm/ns).   

● Preliminary results indicate 
protonprotons are more forward 
focused than neutrons.`

Proton Band Shape

● Lower energy protons (left band) 
deposit their entire energy in the 
bar. 

● Higher energy protons (right 
band) pass through the detector 
and deposit s fraction of their 
energy.

Preliminary Data 

The following two histograms 
show the energy deposited in 
the diamond detector versus 
the Time of Flight of the 
neutrons. 

The top histogram is for the 
Diamond Detectors in LANL 
III.

The bottom histogram is for 
the MoNA Bar used as an 
active target in LANL II.

Deuterons

Muons and 
Gammas 

Schematic of detector configuration for the 
LANSCE experiment

Time of flight window for muon data collected 
during beam-off period of beam cycle
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